
The Institute will be funding four projects focused on a variety of animals and systems 

this summer. Students will begin their projects in late spring and will share their results 

with the public at our Field Station Summer Report Meeting on August 3. We hope you 

get a chance to meet these talented students this summer! 
 

Adam Austin is a Ph.D. candidate at Western Michigan University. He will be working 

with the western lesser siren, a very rare salamander in Michigan. He will be trying to 

identify its range in Southwest Michigan and determine if the siren is a distinct 

population in Michigan or an accidental introduction. 
 

Professor David Dornbos of Calvin University will be working with students Erin Taylor 

and Noah Millen to measure carbon storage and sequestration in plants and soils at the 

Institute. Their work will help the Institute understand how much carbon is sequestered 

in a variety of natural communities on the property. 
 

Grand Valley State University has two projects. Josephine Patterson, Annah Hubert, and 

Professor Paul Keenlance will evaluate the possibility of using electric fencing to protect 

turtle nests from predation by raccoons. Faith Kuzma and Ava Sweeney, who will be 

working with Professors Jen Moore and Paul Keenlance, will continue the long-term 

research on eastern box turtles. Their work will include releases of head-started turtles 

from John Ball Zoo and regular tracking of the many turtles that have already been 

released at the Institute.  

Please enjoy these Education Updates. This is a new publication designed to keep you informed of what the Education 

Department is doing. Thank you for being a member of the Institute and for supporting us in our mission to inspire 

appreciation and stewardship of our environment.  
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2023 Summer Research Projects 

Dr. David Dornbos didn't take the usual route to becoming a professor. After graduating from Calvin 

College, he pursued graduate studies in crop sciences, earning a Ph.D. from Iowa State University, and 

had a 15-year career in agribusiness helping to develop new varieties of corn and soybeans. In 2004 he 

returned to Calvin as a professor, which allowed him to broaden his research interests and share his 

passions with students. 
 

At Calvin, Dr. Dornbos has taught a wide variety of classes to general students and biology majors. His 

research and teaching interests have focused on plant physiology, building on his experiences as an 

agronomist. He has worked on numerous research projects, integrating them into his classroom. David 

says, “The best way to learn the scientific process is to practice it. It's not completely intuitive to know 

how it feels to do research, especially when instruments do not work well or an effort becomes mundane, yet the 'aha' moments can 

stoke a new passion in life, events that are rewarding to experience and witness.” 
 

He first applied for a research project at the Institute in 2006 to work with a student on the physiology of autumn olive, an invasive 

shrub common in old fields and disturbed forests in Barry County. Since then he has had nine different projects with 14 Calvin 

students. As to why he likes doing research at the Institute, David says, "The wide variety of habitats at PCCI offer numerous research 

opportunities: restored prairie, old farm fields, young and older forests, a cedar swamp, and lake and stream environments.  Even the 

presence of the invasives in a range of habitats provides an opportunity to learn of habitat preferences, information useful to land 

managers who must prioritize where to spend precious resources to control these pests."   
 

Many of Dr. Dornbos’s research projects have worked on the biology of autumn olive or other invasive species like multiflora rose. 

One of his interests is utilizing a Li-Cor photosynthesis analyzer to evaluate how effective and efficient plants are at photosynthesis. 

This tool also allows researchers to easily estimate the productivity of a wide variety of plants, a useful feature for his project with 

students Erin Taylor and Noah Millen this summer. Together, they will try to estimate the productivity of the forests at the Institute. 

The goal is to help Institute staff understand how much carbon is being sequestered on the property and identify ways staff can 

increase carbon storage and maintain the unique ecosystems found here.  

Dr. David Dornbos  

Baby eastern box turtles overwinter at John Ball Zoo.  
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Fundraiser Breakfast at the Delton Moose Lodge 

Everyone is welcome!    
Saturday, May 13  8:30 – 11 am 
 

Our friends at the Delton Moose Lodge are hosting a 

fundraising breakfast to help us raise money to purchase and 

install new equipment in the Play Space.  
 

Please join us! Contact us at info@CedarCreekInstitute.org  

or (269) 721-4190 if you have any questions. 
 

Breakfast is free. 

Donations will be accepted. 
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Hello, Friends! 
 

This spring ScienceStrong staff and volunteers are ramping up efforts to create more 

opportunities for Barry County students to learn science. With the goals of increasing 

science literacy and encouraging students to pursue STEM careers, we have focused 

on two types of learning opportunities: more ambitious science instruction during the 

school day and more after-school and summer science learning experiences like story 

walks, STEM nights, book giveaways, and family events.  
 

Families are critical partners in science education, and I have been impressed by 

families' enthusiasm, support, and helpfulness. We have been excited for chaperones 

to join field trip groups again this year, and it has been wonderful to see these special 

adults help their students learn. My favorite moment was a grandpa who had his first chaperone experience the same day his grandson 

had his first field trip. They got to share a special day, and it brought me a lot of joy to make that opportunity possible.  
 

This spring we received grant funding from the Wilson H. Craig, Jr. 

Fund at the Barry Community Foundation to purchase new science 

books for all four Hastings elementary school libraries, an area of 

need expressed by school staff members. I really enjoyed 

purchasing lots of cool science and engineering books that will 

enable students to become better readers while growing in their 

love of science. Lori Kidder from Southeastern Elementary says 

the books are already making an impact on students: "Today, I was 

sharing the titles of the new books with fifth graders. When I held 

up the What Is NASA? book, a girl nudged her neighbor. When I 

dismissed the class to pick their books, she grabbed it gleefully 

and sighed, ‘I love space!’ Thanks again for the books!" 
 

This school year I have visited with many students during career 

day programs, helping them recognize future opportunities in 

STEM fields. After these events, students were excited to share 

their thoughts on the work at the Institute. For example, one 7th 

grader said, "I thought it was cool that you use fire to shape 

landscapes." Another student shared, "I love your job. When I grow 

up, I want to be a field scientist!"  
 

To create more science learning opportunities, we have partnered with local libraries to 

offer programs for families throughout the county, and we are working with Barry County 

4-H to pilot an after-school STEM club at Star Elementary for students to go out in 

nature and study science.  
 

I am incredibly grateful to all our ScienceStrong volunteers, donors, community partners, 

school staff, and families for their support, encouragement, and partnership. Together, 

we have been able to help local students grow and flourish.  
 

Sincerely,  

Science Sara 

A ScienceStrong Update from Science Sara 

Volunteer Merete Powers helps 3rd graders with their 

engineering project, which was to build tools that would 

remove pollution from lakes. 

Science Sara—happy as can be about the new books!  

Scrambled Eggs 
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Patty Sausage 
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Pancakes 
Biscuits and Gravy 

Juice     Coffee     Water 

Family Night at Delton Kellogg Elementary (from left) LeeAnn Busson, Geneva 

Walsh, and Sara Syswerda (aka Science Sara).  


